2018 SORNA Regional Workshop
GREETINGS and INTRODUCTIONS
HOUSEKEEPING

• Review Training Materials
• Restrooms
• Cell Phones, Tablets, and Laptops
• Breaks and Meals
• Sign-in Roster
SORNA COLLABORATION
TEAM BUILDING
FORMING PARTNERSHIPS
Benefits of Collaboration and Developing a Team and Forming Partnerships

- Diversity of problem solving styles
- Increased knowledge, skills and abilities
- Greater understanding and commitment
- Increased resources
Benefits of Collaboration and Forming Teams

• Group diversity leads to
• Comprehensive Information leads to
• Better understanding leads to
• Effective solutions and sustainment of programs
SORNA Collaboration = Success in Implementation and Sustainment

• Partners who will help you develop new SORNA Programs such as Community Safety Net Accountability Programs (CSNAP)
• Partners who will help you Sustain your Existing SORNA Programs
• Internal Tribal Partners
• External Partners – US Marshal Service and US Attorney’s Office
UPDATES FROM THE SMART OFFICE

• Juli Ana Grant, Senior Policy Advisor, US Department of Justice, SMART Office
Questions?

Thank you!